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# Post Pandemic Cities.

# Crowd Monitoring.

# Disinfection.

# Support for Vulnerable Communities.

COVID-19 related urban use-cases



Identify crowding without compromising people’s privacy, relying on alternative to cameras, such as radar 
(RoadSense) or identification of smart devices (AD Knight).

Connecting multiple HD/4K cameras over existing cellular infrastructure. Even where there’s no physical 
connectivity (fiber optics, etc.).

Crowd Monitoring

Use drones to monitor areas with no fixed cameras, communicate with people on the ground via airborne 
speakers, measure body temperature, etc.

Easily, quickly and cheaply add more use-cases to your portfolio of video analytics capabilities, using synthetic 
data sets for training.

Understanding where people are crowding to prevent the spread of the virus, either supporting 
law enforcement agencies, or informing residents about “safe spots” they can visit



Using the company’s sensors and know how, they are able to detect the combination of environmental conditions 
extending the incubation period of the virus, and recommend relevant actions to minimise the risk.

Disinfection

Use drones to automatically spray outdoor facilities regularly and quickly.

An autonomous disinfection robot, mostly for indoor usage.

Indoor disinfection (hospitals, schools, city hall, shopping malls) using UV, Outdoor 
disinfection (playgrounds, etc.) using spraying relevant materials.



Connecting senior citizens to young volunteers in their vicinity, for any sort of assistance, from getting medicine 
from the pharmacy during lock down, to having a conversation to combat loneliness.

Community Support

Use drones to distribute medicine to the nearest possible point of collection.

Provide support to specific communities in need. Strong focus on the senior citizen 
population.



Lock down situations, as well as reduction of crowding also when going back to the new “normal” state of things, 
will make walking in empty streets or riding in empty train cars a much scarier experience for many. SafeUp 
provides a community-based personal security solution, also connecting to the nearest law enforcement people.

Post Pandemic Cities
We don’t really know how the world will look like in upcoming months or even years. Some 
scenarios come to mind.
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